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Abstract

Using a set-theoretic model of predicate transformers and ordered data types, we give a seman-
tics for an Oberon-like higher-order imperative language with record subtyping and procedure-type
variables and parameters. Data re!nement is shown to be sound for this language: It implies
algorithmic re!nement when suitably localized. All constructs are shown to preserve simulation,
so data re!nement can be carried out piecewise. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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Predicate transformers

1. Introduction

Data re!nement is a method of verifying correctness of data representations by means
of simulation relations. Soundness of the method means that if there is a simulation
from one representation to another, a program’s correctness is preserved when one
representation is replaced by the other. Soundness has not been seriously questioned
and proofs have appeared for !rst-order imperative languages [10] and for higher-
order functional languages [12]. But proofs of soundness have not appeared for higher-
order imperative languages because of problems in the semantics of local variables and
higher-order procedures. The problems are close to being solved for what are known
as Algol-like languages, and soundness has been announced for Algol (see below).
The di:culties are not so acute when higher-order procedures are restricted as in what
we call Oberon-like languages, e.g. Oberon, C, Modula-3, C ++, and Ada. The key
restriction is that if a procedure is passed as an argument then its external variables
are declared in the outermost scope. Such languages go beyond Algol in having stored
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procedures, again subject to the restriction on external variables. (They also diEer in
not using call-by-name.)

This paper shows soundness of data re!nement for an Oberon-like language with
record subtyping and non-determinacy. The language diEers from the ones mentioned
in that reference types are omitted and aliasing is restricted in the usual ways needed
for proof rules: Result arguments are required to be distinct from each other and from
externals of called procedures. These restrictions make it possible to give a total-
correctness predicate-transformer semantics that extends the usual semantics for !rst-
order programs and also models speci!cation constructs for a higher-order re!nement
calculus. Our semantics has been used to prove re!nement laws and rules for reasoning
about procedure calls, non-interference, and record subtyping, allowing higher-order
predicates in speci!cations [25]. The semantics also justi!es program equivalences like
those used to test semantics of Algol [14]; two such laws are shown in the sequel using
data re!nement. This does not mean that we solve the problems of Algol; instead,
our results show that Oberon-like languages are su:ciently diEerent from Algol that
they admit a simple model adequate for reasoning about data re!nement. Indeed, a
conventional Scott–Strachey semantics could also be given and results like ours should
be provable using logical relations; but we argue in the sequel that such semantics is
inadequate for a calculus of program re!nement.

The rest of this section explains data re!nement and introduces the language. Sec-
tion 2 surveys what we need of the calculus of relations and predicate transformers
(transformers henceforth). Section 3 gives the syntax of the language, except for exten-
sible records and subtyping which are deferred to streamline the exposition. Section 4
de!nes the semantics of data types, along with notations for predicates and trans-
formers. Section 5 gives the semantics of expressions and commands. Section 6 is an
intermezzo on speci!cation constructs, motivating our semantic model. Soundness and
preservation of data re!nement is shown in Section 8, using couplings de!ned in Sec-
tion 7. Section 9 extends the language to include extensible records, and extends the
above results. Applications are in Section 10 and concluding remarks in Section 11.

A less-condensed presentation of our idealized Oberon [31], called Io after another
planetary moon, can be found in [25]. An introduction to data re!nement can be found
in, e.g. [16]; a clear and concise account appears in [30] which also explains a semantics
that can be used to show soundness of data re!nement in an Algol-like language. 1

For !rst-order imperative programs without procedures, soundness of data re!nement
has been shown using both state-transformer [10] and predicate-transformer semantics
[7]. For simply typed higher-order functional programs, soundness and completeness
results appear in [12] and references cited therein.

1 The language of [30] is quite diEerent from ours: Only zero-order types like int can be stored, thus
parameters are passed by name but not by value. The emphasis is on program equivalence rather than
re!nement. Although the paper is expository, neither stating nor proving a result on soundness of data
re!nement, such a result has been proved and can be extended to some form of program re!nement (Tennant,
pers. comm.).
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Table 1
Summary of notations; rows ordered by decreasing binding power

(x :≈ f)(x �→f) (post!x) substitution, overriding (bind tightly)
· (left associative) function application
◦ : function composition, typing
; listing
� † function restriction, predicate lifting
; composition
⊗∪×→∼ ≈¿ set-theoretic operations
=∈⊆�R in!x binary relations
∧∨ (∀x : - : -) logic (meta-language)
≡⇒ logic (bind least tightly)

An account of data re!nement begins with program re!nement, also called algorith-
mic re2nement, because data re!nement is a means to design and verify an algorithmic
re!nement that is accomplished by a change of data representation. Unquali!ed, re-
2nement means the relation of algorithmic re!nement, which can only hold between
programs of the same type – i.e. in the same state space, for imperative programs. In
previous work on higher-order programs [12, 30], re!nement is taken to mean equal-
ity, but improvement by increasing determinacy or termination is of more interest in
practice. For g to re!ne f means that g meets all speci!cations that f does, and
in this paper that means total-correctness (pre-post) speci!cations. In our semantics,
commands denote (predicate) transformers, for which re!nement coincides with the
pointwise order: f� g is de!ned to mean (∀’ :: f:’⊆ g:’). In!x dot denotes func-
tion application, and the range of quanti!cation is written between colons or omitted.
Table 1 summarizes notations used in the sequel.

The main advantage of transformers over other models is that they can be used
for semantics of speci!cation constructs (prescriptions and angelic variables) [16] that
internalize correctness statements in the sense that a pre-post pair ’;  determines an
“imaginary” or “infeasible” program that is the greatest lower bound among programs
satisfying ’;  . Such constructs can be used to internalize conditional data re!nement
[4, 17], i.e. data re!nement in the context of a speci!cation, which is what is often
needed in practice. The full language of [25] includes these constructs, which is why
we have chosen a transformer semantics – see Section 6. In the rest of the paper we
omit these constructs so we can omit the syntax and semantics of predicate formulas.
The speci!cation constructs are not type-constructors, and it is straightforward to show
soundness and preservation for them in our model.

Development by data re!nement means replacing a data type D in program p by a
type D′ (typically, more concrete or e:cient) in a program p′ using operations on D′

in place of those on D. Customers are seldom keen on video displays being replaced by
paper tapes, so the method is applied when D and D′ are not the types of observable
variables. Typically, they are encapsulated in modules, but for expository purposes it
is simpler to ignore modules and consider local variables (as in the cited work on data
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re!nement). Data re!nement of p to p′ is used to achieve an algorithmic re!nement

(var x :D • p) � (var x′ :D′ • p′): (1)

In Io syntax, p has type com(�; x :D) for typing � of variables other than x, and p′

has type com(�; x′ :D′). Both sides of (1) have type com(�), i.e. they are commands
in state space �.

The method for proving (1) is to de!ne a coupling relation R connecting the two state
spaces so the programs p;p′ can be compared in terms of the touchstone, algorithmic
re!nement. For the visible coordinates �; R should be the identity, but not necessarily
so for x and x′. Let us ignore variables for a moment and consider the case where
p;p′ are functions p :A→A and p′ :A′→A′. Then we say p′ simulates p by coupling
R⊆A× A′ if

(∀a; a′ : a R a′ : p:a R p′:a′): (2)

Function application binds more tightly than in!x relations, so this is to be parsed as
(p : a)R (p′ : a′). Property (2) is equivalent to the following inclusion:

(3)

(We write “;” for composition of relations, including functions.) A special case is a
representation function, i.e. a coupling that is a function h from concrete to abstract
values; in that case R is the converse of h.

If p;p′ are binary relations viewed as non-deterministic programs, then ⊇ repre-
sents algorithmic re!nement by increasing determinacy; (3) can still be interpreted as
simulation of p by p′. Data re!nement of transformers is de!ned in a similar way
below (see (16) and (28)). The soundness theorem for data re!nement says, roughly,
that to prove (1) it su:ces to !nd R that is the identity on � and satis!es (3). This is
not quite true, because (1) omits initialization of variables. There are also problems if
procedure types are included among the observable types, as discussed later. The exact
soundness result for Io is Theorem 4.

In practice, p′ is obtained from p by simulating just the primitive operations on D
with operations on D′. Data re!nement can be carried out in this “piecewise” man-
ner only if simulation of a part implies simulation of the whole. This is analogous to
algorithmic re!nement, with respect to which we want program constructs to be mono-
tonic. (In the case that algorithmic re!nement is just equality, this is compositionality
of semantics.) It is well established that the standard !rst-order imperative constructs
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preserve simulations, as do the pure functional programming constructs. All constructs
of Io preserve simulation (Theorem 5).

To prove that program constructs preserve simulation, we need to obtain couplings
of constructed types from couplings on their constituent types. (This is not explicit in
some treatments of data re!nement of transformers, where the issue is hidden by the
syntactic view of predicates and the use of a single !xed state space.) For example,
from relation RD :D→D′ the relation R�; x:D : (�; x :D)→ (�; x :D′) needed for (1) is
de!ned by pairing with the identity on �.

The coupling for the function-space construct is based on the observation that the
equivalence of (2) and (3) generalizes to diEering types, i.e.

f ; S ⊇R ; g ≡ (∀x; y : x R y : f: x S g:y) (4)

for all relations R; S and functions f; g in con!guration

(5)

This indicates that for the data type of functions the coupling should relate f to
g just if (5), and that is the de!nition of logical relation. Logical relations have
been studied extensively in the context of functional languages [15] and for relational
parametricity which is a key element in semantics of Algol [26, 30]. To deal with a
wider variety of program paradigms and constructs, there are general results that give
su:cient conditions for preservation of simulation; the conditions are expressed in the
language of ordered categories [13] or 2-categories [18]. Here we do not use results
or de!nitions from that theory, 2 although it is implicit in some proofs in the sequel. 3

For our purposes it is convenient to take the following view of simulation. Type
D and primitive operations on it are “built in” to the language. Instead of D;D′ in
(1) we have a single type D with two interpretations <D= and <D=′. Instead of p;p′ in
(1) we have two interpretations <p= and <p=′ of the same text; the interpretations diEer
only in the semantics of the built-in operations on D. Put diEerently, we consider a
semantics < − = induced from <D= and its primitive operations, and a semantics < − =′
induced the same way from <D=′. Treating D as a built-in data type su:ces to capture
the relevant aspects of abstract data type modules, without the need for an explicit
module construct.

2 But the restriction to “total simulation” [13] or adjoint simulation [18] does not rule out any simulations
in our results, answering a question in [13] about higher order languages. Preservation of simulation for a
deterministic !rst order imperative language without procedures or local variables is shown in [13] as an
illustrative application of the general theory.

3 In its present form the categorical theory does not apply to the rather lax structure of types in the
category of transformers, because the theory treats inequational laws but not conditional inequations.
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The semantics is based on a typing system that assigns data types to expressions and
command types to commands. An expression e is given a data type T . Expressions
are typed in context with constants � and (state) variables �. Such a typing is written
�; � . e :T , and its meaning <�; � . e :T = is a function from environments and states to
values. Given a semantics <− = of types, a �-environment is a type-respecting valuation
of the constants in dom:�, and a �-state is a type-respecting valuation of variables in
dom:�. Writing <�= for the set of �-states and <�= for the set of �-environments, the
meaning of an expression is a function <�; � . e :T =∈ <�=→ <�=→ <T =. Writing P<�= for
the set of predicates, a command of type com(�) maps environments to transformers
over <�=, i.e.

<� . p : com(�)= ∈ <�=→ P<�=→ P<�=: (6)

For expression <e=′ to simulate <e= by R means (omitting the typing of e)

� R� �′ ∧ � R� �′ ⇒ <e=�:� RT <e=′�′ :�′ (7)

for all environments �; �′ and states �; �′. Here R� is the relation on environments
induced from given relations on the built-in types, RT is the induced relation for type
T , and R� is the induced relation on �-states. Section 7 gives these inductive de!nitions.
The preservation theorem (Section 8) says that (7) holds for any expression e provided
that it holds for all built-ins; the theorem gives a similar result for commands.

In the methodological literature, soundness is usually proved directly from the def-
initions. In the semantics literature (e.g. [30]) and in this paper, soundness is a con-
sequence of preservation. Here is a sketch of the argument, dropping the semantic
brackets. Simulation for p will amount to some kind of re!nement like the left dia-
gram

and preservation yields the right diagram. If R is the identity relation on � then the
right diagram collapses to (1). For R to be the identity on � depends on an iden-
tity extension lemma (Lemma 3) which says that the coupling on a type is the
identity provided that the coupling on its primitive constituents is the identity. If
D is to be replaced it should not appear in types in �, and we can assume the
other base types are coupled by identities. It should then follow that constructed
types like � are also coupled by the identity – but this fails in a language like
Io. Even if D does not occur in T it can occur in values of extensible-record type
record(F :T ) because they can have additional !elds: <record(F :T )= need not be equal
to <record(F :T )=′, thus the coupling cannot be the identity. Similarly, if D does not
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occur in a procedure type proc(x :T var y :U ) it can still occur in the type of an
external variable of a procedure of this type. Our soundness result requires the global
coordinates � to have no record or procedure types. Such types are not appropriate
observables.

2. Relations, ideals, and transformers

In most works on transformer semantics, predicates are either treated syntactically,
i.e. as formulas, or they are interpreted as arbitrary sets of states. Indeed, for many
purposes it is safe and convenient to blur the distinction. But higher-order features war-
rant caution; for the model-theoretic foundation of a higher-order re!nement calculus,
we choose to use sets as predicates. However, arbitrary subsets ’ of state space <�=
cannot be allowed as predicates. For a higher type, we would take the set P<�=→P<�=
of transformers to be a data type. But its full powerset P(P<�=→P<�=) includes pred-
icates disrespectful of the re!nement order – these make undesirable distinctions that
invalidate some operationally natural re!nement laws (see Section 6). Our solution is
to replace sets by posets and to require predicates to be updeals (upward closed sets).
Updeals make sense for any type where the order relation (generically written 4) rep-
resents approximation or re!nement: If x satis!es predicate ’ and x4 x′ then x′ should
satisfy ’ because its approximant x is su:cient. Applications of this model in program
construction can be found in [21, 23]. Results mentioned without proof in this section
can be shown easily (cf. [8, 22]). 4

Updeals are familiar in domain theory: Scott-open sets are upward closed and inac-
cessible by directed join. The latter condition is appropriate for “observable predicates”,
but not for speci!cations [29], hence we use the alternative that makes the least com-
mitment, the so-called Alexandrov topology of all updeals. Io’s record and procedure
type constructors create non-discrete orders, but built-in types can denote arbitrary
posets. (For an order to be discrete means x4y≡ x=y.) The order on types like
int can be discrete, because divergence is modelled in transformer semantics without
using ⊥.

Let UA denote the set of updeals of poset A. Henceforth, a transformer is a mono-
tonic function of type UA→UB, and in (6) we replace P by U. For any poset A;UA
is a complete lattice, as is each set of transformers UA→UB, which provides a

4 The underlying structure here is robust and elegant: Transformers are lax spans over ideals, which are
themselves lax spans over monotonic functions [22]. None of this is explicit in the sequel, but it lurks in the
correspondence between relations and transformers that we use to streamline proofs. We also use, without
explicit categorical formalization, a lax product of transformers, and the hom-object which is a lax exponent.
One of the main motivations for this model was the discovery that the lax exponent of transformers in the
powerset model does not preserve data re!nement. Even though the exponent of transformers on updeals is
still rather lax, its properties su:ce for preservation of simulation [19]. But those categorical constructs do
not match closely with those found in Oberon-like languages, and it is simpler to give direct proofs of the
results in the sequel than to derive them at great length from [19].
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straightforward !xpoint semantics for recursive commands. (Io does not include recur-
sively de!ned function expressions or data types.) States and environments are ordered
pointwise and expressions denote monotonic functions. We write → for monotonic
functions throughout the paper.

To connect coupling relations with transformers, we need the direct image function
of a coupling to be a transformer, i.e. to map updeals to updeals. For that the coupling
needs to respect order in the following sense. For posets A; A′ say relation R⊆A× A′

is an ideal just if

4 ;R; 4 ⊆R: (8)

On the left, 4 is the relation (4A)⊆A×A and on the right it is 4A′ . The subscripts will
often be omitted. In (8) the relations 4 are composed with another relation, rather than
appearing between arguments like ⊆ in (8). The explicit composition symbol “;” makes
such formulas readable. At the level of points, (8) says b4 a∧ a R a′ ∧ a′ 4 b′⇒ b R b′.
The converse holds for any relation R by reOexivity of 4 (i.e. id⊆ (4) where id is
the identity function). If 4A and 4B are discrete then any relation R satis!es (8), so
all relations on discretely ordered base types (and hence their function spaces) are
ideals.

By contrast with some treatments, where couplings are in diEerent category from
program meanings, we embed couplings into the same category. For ideal R⊆A× A′,
de!ne the direct image 〈R〉 :UA→UA′ and inverse image transformer [R] :UA′→UA
as follows:

a′ ∈ 〈R〉:’≡ (∃a : a R a′ : a ∈ ’) for all a′; ’

a ∈ [R]:’′ ≡ (∀a′ : a R a′ : a′ ∈ ’′) for all a; ’′

For updeal ’ and any relation S, 〈S〉:’ is an updeal just if S;4⊆ S, and [S]:’ is
an updeal just if 4;S ⊆ S. We require couplings to be ideals, which makes sense
if 4 means approximation or re!nement. Suppose R⊆ <T =× <T =′ is a relation from
one interpretation <T = of type T to another interpretation <T =′. Suppose t R t′, i.e. t′

simulates t. If u4 t then t′ certainly has enough information to simulate u, which is
no more re!ned than t. If t′ 4 u′ then u′ is certainly adequate to simulate t, as it is at
least as re!ned as t′. Hence u R u′.

Composition preserves the ideal property, but the converse Ro of an ideal R is not
necessarily an ideal, unless the types are discretely ordered. In that case, using the fact
that

f ; S ⊇R ; g ≡ S ; go⊇fo ;R (9)

for all functions f; g and relations R; S, one can show that (5) is equivalent to g;
So⊇Ro;f. Thus, if we ignore order, f simulates g by R and S iE g simulates f by
So and Ro. Moreover, (5) is complete for deterministic !rst-order programs: if (1) holds
then there is a coupling that simulates in the sense of (5) [10]. For non-deterministic
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programs, a second form of simulation is necessary, viz.,

(10)

Although (10) appears symmetric with (5), (9) does not apply to (10) and at the
level of points (10) is more complex than (4). For !rst-order programs with bounded
non-determinacy, forward simulation (5) and backward simulation (10) are jointly
complete [10] (see also [6]).

Although all functions are relations, monotonic functions are only ideals when the
orders are discrete. But the !rst of the following facts implies that (f;4) is an ideal
– as is 4;fo – for any monotonic f:

If R is an ideal and f is monotonic then (f;R) is an ideal: (11)

If R is an ideal and S is any relation then S ⊆R ≡ S;4 ⊆R: (12)

In particular, the identity function id∈A→A is not an ideal unless A is ordered dis-
cretely. The appropriate “identity coupling” on A is 4A.

Henceforth we use letters R, S for ideals, and f; g for monotonic functions of various
kinds. For any R, 〈R〉 is universally disjunctive and [R] is universally conjunctive,
whence the !rst of the following facts:

f; 〈R〉 � 〈S〉; g ≡ [S];f � g; [R] (13)

R⊆ S ≡ 〈R〉 � 〈S〉; R⊆ S ≡ [R] � [S] (14)

〈R; S〉 = 〈R〉; 〈S〉; [R; S] = [S]; [R]; 〈4〉 = id; [4] = id (15)

By facts (13)–(15) we have f; S ⊇R; g≡ [f] ; 〈R〉 � 〈S〉; [g] and by (14) and (15)
we have R;f⊇ g; S ≡ [f]; [R] � [S]; [g]. Thus, both (5) and (10) form con!gurations
oriented like (5):

(16)

This is used in [9] for a single complete rule, but completeness is beyond the scope of
this paper. We only treat the more commonly used forward simulations, i.e. (5) and
the left-hand side of (16).

Couplings as transformers can streamline the derivation of commands ([17] versus
[10]), but their use for data re!nement of expressions is limited to those of type
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Boolean. (Much of the literature deals only with data re!nement of commands, not
expressions). Here we work directly with relations in order to deal with expressions
in assignments and as procedure arguments. For expressions, as functions of state, our
simulations take the form of (5). For commands we use the left-hand side of (16): in
place of the horizontal arrows [f]; [g] will be command meanings <p=, <p=′.

To use relation calculus in proofs, we need a few facts about monotonic functions
and ideals. To get a feel for these facts, you may enjoy using (9) to show

(f is monotonic) ≡ (4;f)⊆(f;4) (17)

(Hint: monotonicity of f is equivalent to (4)⊆ (f; 4;fo).) For reasoning about the
pointwise ordering monotonic functions, we use the equivalence

f 4 g ≡ (g; 4)⊆(f; 4): (18)

The following lemma shows how we can combine simulations of functions with algo-
rithmic re!nements of them:

g 4 f ∧ f; S ⊇R;f′ ∧ f′ 4 g′ ⇒ g; S ⊇R; g′ (19)

We need the extension ⊗ of Cartesian products to transformers. For posets A; B, de!ne
A⊗B=A×B (the order-theoretic product), and for transformers f∈UA→UB and
g∈UC→UD de!ne the “lax product” transformer (f⊗ g)∈U(A⊗C)→U(B⊗D)
by

(b; d) ∈ (f ⊗ g):$ ≡ (∃%; & : %× &⊆ $ : b ∈ f:% ∧ d ∈ g:&) (20)

This extends the Cartesian product in the sense that 〈R〉⊗ 〈S〉= 〈R× S〉 where we use
the ideal R× S de!ned by (x; y) (R× S) (z; w)≡ x R z ∧ y S w. The “laxity” of ⊗ is
evident in its weak distribution over composition: In general, we have only f;f′⊗ g;
g′ � (f⊗ g); (f′⊗ g′). For Io semantics, it is enough that f;f′⊗ id= (f⊗ id);
(f′⊗ id), and this does hold for all f, f′. In Section 4 the de!nition of f⊗ g is
specialized for the case where g is an identity and A; B are sets of states; ⊗ is then
associative up to equality.

3. Syntax of Io except records

Procedures are important and non-trivial, so we defer the added complication of
records and subtyping until Section 9. The main syntactic classes are data types,
expressions, and commands. We assume given disjoint sets of

• variables (or lists thereof), with typical elements x; y; z; w; pv,
• constants (or lists thereof), with typical elements P;Q,
• built-in constants, with typical element c.
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Data types T and type assignments are generated from built-in base types B by the
following grammar:

T ::= B | bool |T × T |T → T | proc(x : T var x : T )

� ::= ∅ | �; x : T data type assignment to variables

� ::= ∅ |�;Q : T |�;Q : com(�) type assignment to constants

The typing rules are simpli!ed by allowing an identi!er “x” to stand for a list of
variables (e.g. a parameter list can be written as just x). We also adopt the list con-
vention for data types T , constants Q, type assignments x :T , and expressions e – but
not for commands. Type assignments are included in the grammar for reference, but
we abuse notation and treat them as !nite functions; e.g. �:x is the type of x, for
x∈dom:�. The type proc(x :T var y :U ) is for procedures with value parameter x and
value-result parameter y. The keyword var is used to separate x from y since both
may be lists.

To enforce the restriction that externals of procedures are in outermost scope,
we assume variables are partitioned into Globals and Locals; the typing rules
ensure that only Globals may be externals of procedures and only Locals may be
bound as parameters and as local variables. Oberon-like languages enforce the re-
striction by requiring the relevant procedure declarations to be in outermost
scope.

Expressions e and commands p are generated from built-in constants c by

e ::= c | x |Q | e(e) built-in; var:; const:; applic:

| (pro x : T var x : T • p) procedure abstraction

p ::= Q | x := e | call e(e; x) |p;p | (if e then p else p)

|p � p | (var x : T • p) demonic choice; local var:

| (letQ : T = e • p) | (recQ : com(�) • p) local constant; recursion

An expression typing has the form �; � . e :T where neither e nor T are lists.
A command typing has the form �.p : com(�). The typing rules are in Tables 2 and
3. Section 9 extends the language with records, for which there is a non-trivial relation
b of structural subtyping. For now, the rules can be read with b as equality of types.
(We consider parameter names in proc types to be signi!cant, to avoid un-illuminating
renamings in semantics [25].)

Procedure expressions (pro) are distinct from declarations (let). The rules ensure
that let binds constants to state-independent expressions only, so it is referentially
transparent. This and the other claims about typings and semantics are proved in [25].
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Table 2
Rules for expressions

�;Q : T ; � .Q : T
(use const)

�; �; x : T . x : T
(use var)

�; � . f : T →U �; � . e : T ′ T ′b T
�; � . f(e) :U

(apply)
c : T is given
�; � . c : T

(built in)

� . p : com(x : T; y :U; z :V ) x; y Local z Global rank:V6rank:(T; U )
�; � . (pro x : T var y :U • p) : proc(x : T var y :U )

(proc)

Table 3
Rules for commands

�; Q : com(�) . Q : com(�; x : T )
(com const)

� . p : com(�) � . p : com(�)
� . (p � p′) : com(�)

(choice)

�; � . e : bool � . p : com(�) � . p′ : com(�)
� . (if e thenp elsep′) : com(�)

(cond)

�; �; x : T . e : T ′ T ′b T
� . (x := e) : com(�; x : T )

(assign)
� . p : com(�) � . p′ : com(�)

� . (p;p′) : com(�)
(seq)

�; � . e : proc(x : T var y :U ) �; � . e′ : T ′ T ′b T �:w =U w Local
� .(call e(e′; w)) : com(�)

(call)

�; Q : T . p : com(�) �; ∅ . e : T
� . (letQ : T = e • p) : com(�)

(let)

�; P : com(�) . q : com(�)
� . (rec P : com(�) • q) : com(�; x : T )

(rec)

� . p : com(�; x : T ) �; � . e : T ′ T ′b T x Local
� . (var x : T := e • p) : com(�)

(var)

The diEerences between this language and that in [25] are minimal. 5 For technical
convenience, we assume each variable or constant identi!er is implicitly associated
with a !xed data type, written typ:x, and we require that the type of each identi!er in
a type assignment is its !xed type.

5 We combine local variable declarations with initializing assignments (alternatively, they can be kept
separate, but initialization is then needed in the soundness theorem). The remaining changes are also to sim-
plify the exposition. We omit lambda abstraction, for which soundness of data re!nement is straightforward
(see [24]), but we keep function types and functional constants. Speci!cation constructs (see Section 6) and
structural rules for state space extension are omitted. The structural rules are used in [25] to prove results
about non-interference, but every derivable typing has a canonical derivation without structural rules, so here
we con!ne attention to canonial derivations.
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The hypothesis in rule (assign) is written for a single expression e. But x and e can
be lists so, strictly speaking, the hypothesis should be a list of typings, one for each
expression. We refrain from cluttering the notation here and for the analogous situation
with e′ in rule (call) (and later in rule (record) of Table 7). Rules (com const) and
(rec) allow recursive commands to occur in contexts with arbitrary extra variables x.
This obviates the need for a separate coercion rule. Command types do not appear as
the types of variables, but for rec and let we have command-type constants.

To extend couplings from base types to all kinds of phrases, we will de!ne couplings
that correspond to semantic categories not directly denotable by phrases in the language.
For that purpose, coupling types / are de!ned by

/ ::= T |� | � | com(�):

The notion of bound constant is standard: Q is bound in (letQ :T = e •p) and in
(recQ : com(�) •p). Fat dot begins the scope of a binding, so the scope of Q is p in
both cases. For variables of pro expressions we need a slightly non-standard de!nition;
as a reminder, the terms Free and Bound (i.e. not Free) are capitalized in reference to
variables.

De nition 1. As usual, x is not Free in (var x :T •p). Built-in constants do not have
Free variables. There are no Free variables in (pro x :T var y :U •p): not only x and
y but all the Free variables of p are Bound by pro. For all other expressions and
commands the de!nition is as usual.

The notion of Free variable for pro expressions may seem strange, but in procedure
variables we confront a similar situation. In the command call pv where pv is a proce-
dure type variable, the Free variable is pv, even though in a given state the value of pv
will be a procedure which can have external variables. The externals only come into
play in the call of the procedure; the value of pv in a state does not depend on the
values of its externals in that state. Note that command types like com(x :T ) involve
what is in some sense a “binding” of T to x. But these are not bindings; e.g. x can
be Free in (recQ : com(x : int) • : : :). Further explanation, and results showing that the
rules prevent problems with aliasing, can be found in [25]. 6

Typings are derivable iE they have derivations using allowed instances of the rules.
An allowed instance of a rule is one such that: (i) in typing �; � . e :T , the bound
variables of e are disjoint from dom:�, and (ii) in � .p : com(�) the bound variables in
p are disjoint from dom:� – except that � may include externals of pro-expressions in
both (i) and (ii). It can be shown that in a derivable typing � .p : com(�), no variable
in dom:� has a binding occurrence in p and no variable has more than one binding
occurrence in p – except for externals of pro-expressions (several procedures can bind
the same global variable, but semantically it is shared as if it were free). Absence

6 In [25], constants Q : com(�) of command type are considered to have dom:� as Free variables but this
is for minor technical reasons not relevant here.
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of variable re-declarations is not essential, but it spares us tiresome renamings in the
semantics of rules (var) and (call), while retaining lexical scope. Typing derivations
are unique, so semantics of a typing can be de!ned by induction on its derivation.

The typing rule for procedures imposes a strati!cation condition which makes it pos-
sible to de!ne semantics of types by an ordinary induction rather than as the solution of
a domain equation. That in turn means that we need not require posets to be complete
or predicates to be Scott-open, so we can retain the expressive power of re!nement
calculus in combination with procedure variables. The rank of a data type T (or list
thereof) is the depth of nesting of proc (but not →): rank:B= 0 for built-in B, for lists,
etc., we de!ne rank:(T; U ) = rank:(T × U ) = rank:(T→U ) =max:(rank:T; rank:U ).
Finally, rank:(proc(x :Tvar y :U )) = 1+max:(rank:T; rank:U ). As an example, a pro-
cedure of type proc() can have an external variable z that is an array J→ int of
integers, taking int and the index type J as built-ins; but z cannot itself be of type
proc(). Because there are closed terms at every rank, which can be passed as dummy
arguments, the language remains very expressive despite disallowing, e.g. self-
application.

4. Types, predicates and transformers

This section de!nes the semantics of types, as well as various operations on pred-
icates and transformers. We assume given for each built-in data type B a non-empty
poset <B=. The semantics for other types is given in Table 4. For each coupling type
/ we de!ne a set </= and an order 4/. Often the subscript on 4 is omitted; note also
that 4com(�) is �.

Table 4
Semantics of types

<bool= = {true; false}
j4 k ≡ j = k

<T × U = = <T = × <U =
4 = 4T ×4U

<T →U = = <T =→ <U =
f4 g ≡ g;4⊆f;4 i:e; (∀x ::f:x4 g: x)

<proc(x : T var y :U )= = {(f; z) | z is Global∧ rank:V6rank:(T; U )
∧f∈ <com(x : T; y :U; z :V =} where V = typ:z

(f; z)4 (g; u) ≡ (∃z0 : z = u; z0 :f4com(x; y; z)(g⊗ id z0 ))

<com(�)= = U<�=→U<�=
f4 g ≡ (∀’ ::f:’⊆g:’)
<�= = {� | dom:� = dom:�∧ (∀x : x∈ dom: � : �: x∈ <�: x=)}

�4 3 ≡ (∀x : x∈ dom:� : �: x43: x)
<�= = {� | dom:�= dom:�∧ (∀Q :Q∈ dom:� : �:Q∈ <�:Q=)}

�4 4 ≡ (∀Q :Q∈ dom:� : �:Q4 4:Q)
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The data type constructors × and → are interpreted by the usual order-theoretic
de!nitions. The discrete order on bool is needed so that conditionals have the standard
meaning and are monotonic in their guards; moreover, negation is monotonic and hence
admissible as a built-in constant.

For procedure types, note that without restriction on the rank of the external variables
z the de!nition would be circular, i.e. we would have to solve a recursive equation
rather than it being a simple inductive de!nition. We include all monotonic transform-
ers as procedure values, as is needed for the full re!nement calculus of [25] with
speci!cation constructs, but see Section 6.

The rest of this section uses semantics of types to de!ne various notations about
transformers. Conjunction and disjunction of �-predicates are given set-theoretically, but
the set-theoretic complement of an updeal need not be an updeal. The negation ∼’ of
’ is de!ned to be ’≈¿ ∅. The implication �-predicate is de!ned by ’≈¿ = (∪$ : $∩
’⊆  : $) where $ ranges over �-predicates. For ’∈UA with A discretely ordered, ∼’
is just the complement A − ’. We write �x for the projection of states onto variables
other than x, i.e. �∈ <�; x :T = and y∈ dom:� imply � � x∈ <�= and (� � x):y= �:y. The
notation � is also used for restricting the domains of other kinds of functions. We also
use an alternative post!x notation (†x) for the inverse image function [�x]; thus for any
x =∈ dom:� and ’∈U<�=, the subset ’ † x of <�; x :T = is de!ned by �∈’ † x≡ � � x∈’.
Both �x and †x are identity functions if x is the empty list. For (�; x :T )-predicate
’, de!ne the �-predicates (∀x •’) and (∃x •’) by �∈ (∃x •’)≡ (∃3 : �= 3 � x : 3∈’)
and �∈ (∀x •’)≡ (∀3 : �= 3 � x : 3∈’). These have the usual logical properties, e.g.
(∃x •’ † x) =’.

The state space with no coordinates is used for semantics of let. We write ∗ for
the empty function as a state, as opposed to ∅ for the empty function as a type
assignment, so ∗ is the only ∅-state. For any function f, the notation f(% �→ &) is
used for the function sending % to & and otherwise acting as f; the domain of f
may or may not contain %. Syntactic substitution is not used to interpret assignment
commands because predicates are not formulas. If ’ is a �-predicate and f is a function
from �-states to values of type �:x, then de!ne the semantic substitution so that
’(x :≈f) is the �-predicate de!ned by �∈’(x :≈f)≡ �(x �→f:�)∈’ (x may be a
disjoint list of variables, f corresponding thereto). Thus (x :≈f) is the inverse image
[(6� :: �(x �→f:�))] of the function that updates coordinate x. For projection of states
onto particular coordinates, de!ne the function x̂ in <x :T; y :U =→ <T = by x̂:�= �: x.
Dependence on y; T; U is suppressed in the notation x̂.

For any � and transformer g over <�= we need the transformer g⊗ idx over <�; x :T =.
For brevity we write idx for the identity function on U<x :T =. Context distinguishes
between idx for U<x :T = and for U<x :T =′. To simplify and specialize de!nition (20)
of ⊗ for this situation, we !rst de!ne an abbreviation which is the semantic analog of
substitution of a literal for a variable in a formula. For (�; x :T )-predicate ’ and ele-
ment k of <T =, de!ne the �-predicate ’(x# k) by ’(x# k) = (∃x •’(x :≈ (6� :: k))).
Expanding the de!nitions gives �∈’(x# k)≡ �(x �→ k)∈’, for all �∈ <�=. Now
de!ne (⊗ idx) by �∈ (g⊗ idx):’≡ ��x∈ g:’(x# �: x).
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Table 5
Semantics of expression rules

<�; Q : T ; � .Q : T =�·� = �:Q (use const)
<�; �; x : T . x : T =�:� = �: x (i:e:; <x== x̂) (use var)
<�; � . c : T =�·� = <c= (built in)
<�; � . e(e′) : T =�·� (apply)

= <�; � . e :U → T =�·�:(<�; � . e′ :U =�:�)
<�; � . (pro x : T var y :U •p) : proc(x : T var y :U )=�·� (proc)

=(<� .p : com(x : T; y :U; z :V )=�; z)

Table 6
Semantics of command rules except (call)

<�; Q : com(�) .Q : com(�; x : T )=�:’= (�:Q ⊗ idx):’ (com const)
<� . (p� q) : com(�)=�:’ (choice)

= <� .p : com(�)=�:’∩ <� . q : com(�)=�:’
<� . (if b thenp else q) : com(�)=�:’ (cond)

= (<�; � . b : bool=�:≈¿<� .p : com(�)=�:’)∩ (∼ <b=� ≈¿<q=�:’)
<� . x := e : com(�; x : T )=�:’=’(x :≈ <�; �; x : T . e : T ′=�) (assign)
<� . (p; q) : com(�)=�:’= <� .p : com(�)=�:(<� . q : com(�)=�:’) (seq)
<� . (letQ : T = e •p) : com(�)=�:’ (let)

= <�; Q : T .p : com(�)=�(Q �→ <�;∅ . e : T =�:∗):’
<� . (rec P : com(�) • q) : com(�; x : T )=�:’ (rec)

= ((7f :: <�; P : com(�) . q : com(�)=�(P �→ f)) ⊗ idx):’
<� . (var x : T := e •p) : com(�)=�:’ (var)

= (∃x • (<� .p : com(�; x : T )=�:(’ † x))(x :≈ <�; � . e : T ′=� ◦ (�x)))

5. Semantics of expressions and commands

Recall from Section 1 that for expression typing �; � . e :T , environment �, and state
�, the meaning <�; � . e :T =�:� is an element of poset <T =. For command � .p : com(�),
the meaning <� .p : com(�)= is a monotonic function U<�=→U<�=. We assume that
for each built-in constant c of type T an element of <T =, denoted by <c=, is given.
The value of a built-in constant does not depend on state or environment, so <c=�:�
is <c=.

The semantics is de!ned by induction on typing derivations. In other words, there
is an interpretation for each rule, as a function of the interpretations of its hypothe-
ses. Identi!ers in the semantic de!nitions are as in the corresponding typing rules.
Environments and types are sometimes omitted when they are obvious or irrelevant.
Tables 5 and 6 give the semantics of rules except (call). The semantics of rule (var)
can also be written as follows, for all �; ’:

≡
� ∈ <� . (var x : T := e • p) : com(�)=�:’

�(x �→ <�; � . e : T ′=�:�) ∈ <� . p : com(�; x : T )=�:(’ † x)
(21)
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For semantics of (call) we use a Boolean-valued function wp to de!ne

≡
� ∈ <� . call e(e′; w) : com(�)=�:’

wp:�:<�; � . e=�:<�; � . e′=�:w:’
(22)

for all �∈ <�= and ’∈U<�=. Note that wp depends on the name w of the var argument,
not on its value. We take wp to be a total function of type

<�=→ (<�=→ <proc(x var y)=)→ (<�=→ <T =)→ dom:�→ U<�=→ {tt; 8 }
Note that wp also depends on �, but we suppress that as we are de!ning the semantics
of a generic instance of rule (call); � is !xed throughout this discussion. For all
�; h; g; w; ’, de!ne wp by

≡
wp:�:h:g:w:’

(∃f; z; t : h:� = (f; z) ∧ dom:� = w; z; t : � ∈ wpc:f:z:g:w:’)
(23)

The !rst conjuncts serve two purposes. They ensure that externals z are in scope (the
call is divergent otherwise) and force t to name the remaining coordinates; f; z; t are
uniquely determined by � and h:�. The subsidiary notation wpc is de!ned for all
�; f; z; g; w; ’ by

≡
� ∈ wpc:f:z:g:w:’

�(x; y �→ g:�; �:w) ∈ (f ⊗ idw;t):(’ † x; y)(w :≈ ŷ)
(24)

This is the standard semantics for value and result parameters, and there is a copy
rule replacing a call by local variables and assignments for parameter passing (in cases
where the called procedure is not a variable) [25].

6. Intermezzo on speci cation constructs

For the language without speci!cation constructs, a straightforward Scott–Strachey
semantics can be given based on domains and state transformers, and results on data
re!nement should be provable in the standard way using logical relations. Perhaps
‘standard’ is a bit strong, as most work using logical relations is concerned with pro-
gram equivalence rather than re!nement. Moreover, standard logical relations do not
compose, and thus are not adequate for data re!nement; promising generalizations have
recently appeared [12] for functional languages. In any case, the primary reason for
our use of predicate transformer semantics is that it models speci!cation constructs for
re!nement calculi. This short section discusses these constructs, and in particular the
issues that arise in a calculus of higher-order programs, to motivate our model. But
the constructs themselves pose no problems for the results in the sequel, so we omit
them in the rest of the paper.

To give a proper semantics for speci!cation constructs, the companion paper [25]
includes syntax and semantics for state predicates. Here, for expository purposes, we
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confuse formulas with semantic predicates, i.e. state sets, and we ignore typing. The !rst
construct, prescription, takes the form frame x :T pre’ post  and is used to specify
a program with precondition ’ and postcondition  , which modi!es at most the vari-
able(s) x. This construct is taken to be a command, albeit one which is not feasible. The
semantics is remarkably simple: <frame x pre’ post  = :  ′ =’∩ (∀x •  ≈¿ ′). This
yields the fundamental theorem of re!nement calculus, which says that frame x :T
pre’ post  �p holds just if p satis!es the speci!cation. The point of the theorem is
that satisfaction can be abandoned in favor of re!nement. (To formalize such a theo-
rem, one needs an independent semantics for speci!cations and for programs, as well
as a notion of satisfaction, which is beyond our scope.)

Consider, as an example, the speci!cation

frame x : int pre true post x ¿ 0 (25)

which requires x to be set to a positive value and all other variables to be left un-
changed. It is re!ned by the speci!cation frame x : int pre true post x= 1 as well as by
the equivalent assignment x := 1. The !rst of these re!nements is an instance of a
general re!nement law which corresponds to the rule of consequence in Hoare logic:
frame x :T pre’ post  � frame x :T pre’′ post  ′ provided ’⇒’′ and  ′⇒  . So far,
it might appear that we have achieved nothing more than an alternative notation. But
because speci!cations are considered to be commands, and are given semantics in the
same category as feasible commands, they may be freely intermixed in a calculus
formalizing stepwise and piecewise re!nement of programs [11, 16]. The goal is for
development to proceed by a series of re!nements p� · · · �p′ from a speci!cation
p to a feasible program p′; i.e. one that includes no speci!cation constructs.

The fundamental theorem can be viewed as saying that a prescription is the greatest
lower bound among programs satisfying the speci!cation. Such a thing need not exist as
a state-transformer. For example, (25) must be unboundedly non-deterministic; but even
countable non-determinacy is incompatible with ordinary domain theoretic semantics
[1]. 7 In fact, transformer semantics also models demonic and angelic choice operators
with arbitrary index sets, but we omit those constructs.

An adequate form of speci!cation must allow postconditions to refer to the ini-
tial state. This is achieved by the auxiliary variable construct (aux x :T •p) as in
the example (auxy : int • frame x : int pre x=y post x¿y) which speci!es a program
to increase x. The program is required to meet the speci!cation pre x=y post x¿y
for all values of y, so this construct can be seen as a least upper bound operator
on speci!cations indexed by states of their auxiliary variables. Thus, it is not sur-
prising that the predicate transformer semantics is given by existential quanti!cation:

7 An obvious alternative is for speci!cations to denote the set of satisfying state transformers; for semantics
of a full calculus, this means lifting the usual semantic operators to sets of state transformers. To date, this
idea has been explored only for simple functional [5] and !rst-order imperative languages. For the latter,
[32] exposes but does not resolve di:culties in accurately matching the standard semantics of re!nement
calculus.
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<aux x :T •p=:’= (∃x • <p=:’). Note that p need not be a prescription; if p begins with
an initializing assignment to x, the semantics is the same as for our (initialized) var
block. But auxiliaries are not normally used as targets of assignment. Uninitialized var
blocks can be given the same semantics as for auxiliaries except for universal rather
than existential quanti!cation. An operational interpretation can be given in terms of a
game between an angel and a demon; then auxiliaries are initialized angelically whereas
var is demonic [2].

Transformers for feasible programs satisfy Dijkstra’s healthiness conditions: strict-
ness, conjunctivity, and continuity. There is an isomorphism between state transformers
and healthy predicate transformers [28]. Prescriptions denote predicate transformers that
need not be strict or continuous, and auxiliary variables denote predicate transformers
that need not be conjunctive. There is no need to drop monotonicity, however, and it
is essential in order for program constructs to be monotonic with respect to re!nement.
So much for justifying the use of transformers.

The need for monotonic predicates (updeals) on posets only obtrudes for higher-
order languages. Because prescriptions and auxiliaries are commands, they can occur as
bodies of procedures. (Indeed, the idea of re!nement calculus is particularly interesting
for object oriented programs because an abstract class may be given as a record of
procedures, some of which have speci!cations for bodies.) Because procedural types
internalize programs as data, the re!nement order on programs needs to be taken
into account for predicates. As an example, suppose we have a re!nement p�p′.
Then v :=p should be re!ned by v :=p′; but the postcondition v=p would make an
undesired distinction between the two assignments; the problem occurs with any post-
condition that is not upward closed. But in practice, the basic predicate for a procedure
variable should be a form of speci!cation, and speci!cations are upward closed with
respect to � ; such higher-order predicates are formalized in [25]. The limited treatment
of higher-order programs in [11] also restricts predicates to be upward closed.

The data type of procedures must include all transformers, if general laws of, e.g.
currying and uncurrying, are to hold for the language including speci!cation constructs
[20, 22]. On the other hand, if the !nal program p′ in a development p� · · · �p′

is in a state space that includes procedure types, the infeasible procedures should be
removed from the type by a !nal data re!nement step to an interpretation of procedure
types that only includes only healthy transformers. This is shown in [23] for a simpler
language and it works as well for Io.

7. De nition of the induced coupling

Assume that for each built-in type B we are given posets <B= and <B=′. This determines
an interpretation </= for each / by the de!nitions in Table 4. We write </=′ for the
interpretation determined the same way from the posets <B=′. Assume further that for
each B an ideal RB⊆ <B= × <B=′ is given. This section de!nes ideals R/⊆ </= × </=′ by
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induction on the structure of /.

• R� and R� are instances of (5) (and are ideals by (19)):

� R� �′ ≡ (∀x : x ∈ dom:� : �:xR�:x�′:x) for � ∈ <�=; �′ ∈ <�=′

� R� �′ ≡ (∀Q : Q ∈ dom:� : �:QR�:Q�′:Q) for � ∈ <�=; �′ ∈ <�=′

For brevity, R�; x:T is often written R�; x. The following facts are straightforward to
prove, for all �; x; f; f′:

〈R�;x〉:(’ † x)⊆〈R�〉:’ † x for all ’ ∈ U<�= (26)

f; 〈R�〉 � 〈R�〉;f′ ⇒ (f ⊗ idx); 〈R�;x〉 � 〈R�;x〉; (f′ ⊗ idx) (27)

• For commands, de!ne relation Rcom(�) from transformers over <�= to transformers
over <�=′ by

fRcom(�)f′ ≡ f;〈R�〉 � 〈R�〉;f′ (28)

as in (16). This is an ideal: if g�f and f′� g′ then g; 〈R�〉� 〈R�〉; g′ by mono-
tonicity of “;” and transitivity of � . The following characterization, which follows
directly from the de!nitions, is used in some proofs:

fRcom(�)f′ ≡ (∀�; �′; ’ : �R�′ : � ∈ f:’⇒ �′ ∈ f′:(〈R〉:’)) (29)

From (27) we obtain a fact used later:

fRcom(�)f′ ⇒ (f ⊗ idx)Rcom(�;x)(f′ ⊗ idx): (30)

• Turning to data types, de!ne Rbool by k R k ′ ≡ k = k ′. It is an ideal because <bool= is
discretely ordered. De!ne RU×V =RU × RV ; and de!ne RU→V by f RU→Vf′ ≡ f;
RV ⊇RU ;f′ so that RU→V is an ideal by (19).

• For the most interesting data type, proc, de!ne Rproc(x:Tvary:U ) by

(f; z)R(f′; z′) ≡ (∃z0 : z = z0; z′ : fRcom(x;y;z)(f′ ⊗ idz0 ))

To show that Rproc(x:T;vary:U ) is an ideal, suppose f;f′; z; z′ are as above, so that
z=z0; z′ and fRcom(x;y; z) (f′⊗ idz0 ). Consider procedure values such that (g; w)4(f; z)
and (f′; z′)4 (g′; w′). By de!nition of 4; we have some w0; z′0 such that g�f ⊗
idw0 ; w= (w0; z); f′� g′ ⊗ idz′0 ; and z′ = (z′0; w

′).
Using the obvious fact id⊗ id= id; observe that

fRcom(x;y;z)(f′ ⊗ idz0 )
⇒ (f ⊗ idw0 )Rcom(x;y;z;w0)(f

′ ⊗ idz0 ;w0 ) fact (30)
⇒ gRcom(x;y;z;w0)(f

′ ⊗ idz0 ;w0 ) g � f ⊗ idw0 ; R ideal
⇒ gRcom(x;y;z;w0)(g

′ ⊗ idz′0 ;z0 ;w0 ) f′ � g′ ⊗ idz′0 ; R ideal

Also w= (w0; z) = (w0; z0; z′) = (w0; z0; z′0; w
′); so taking z0 to be w0; z0; z′0 in the de!-

nition of R yields (g; w)R (g′; w′).
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8. Soundness and preservation

In this section we assume given a pair <− =; <− =′ of interpretations connected by R
as de!ned in the preceding section. We prove soundness using an identity extension
lemma, and then prove preservation. We sometimes omit �; �; �; T and subscripts on
R. In < : : : = R < : : : =′ we omit context on the right side as the typings are the same on
both sides.

De nition 2. For coupling R to be identical except for D means that both (i) <B== <B=′
(as posets) for each base type B except D; and (ii) RB is 4B for each base type B
except D.

As discussed in Section 1, this condition does not ensure that, e.g. <proc()== proc()=′,
because procedures can have external variables of type D.

Lemma 3. Suppose coupling R is identical except for D. Then for any / which has
no occurrences of D or proc we have </== </=′ and R/ = (4/).

Proof. The notation 4/ does not indicate whether it is the order on </= or </=′, but
R/ = (4/) implies </== </=′. We show R/ = (4/) by induction on the structure of /. If
/ is B, it must be diEerent from D; so RB = (4B) by de!nition of “identical except for
D”. If / is U → V; we have for any f;f′

fRU→Vf′

≡ f;RV ⊇RU ;f′ de!nition of RU→V

≡ f; 4 ⊇ 4 ;f′ induction for U; V

≡ f; 4 ⊇ 4;f′; 4 facts (11) and (12)

≡ f; 4 ⊇f′; 4 (⇒) 4 reOexive; (⇐) 4 transitive; f mono: (17)

≡ f 4U→V f′ characterization (18) of 4

If / is com(�) we have for all f;f′

fRcom(�)f′

≡ f; 〈R�〉 � 〈R�〉;f′ de!nition of Rcom(�)

≡ f; 〈4〉 � 〈4〉;f′ induction

≡ f 4com(�) f′ (15); � is alternate notation for 4com(�)

We omit the remaining cases, which are similar.
By contrast with the syntactic formulation (1) of soundness, the formal statement

below does not rename x because we use < − = and < − =′. What is more signi!cant is
that in addition to the analog of (1) we need a second statement for Global variables,
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which cannot be bound by var but would be encapsulated in a module. The semantics
would be the same as local variables, as is evident in (vi) below.

Theorem 4. Suppose coupling R is identical except for D; and suppose
(i) � R� �′;
(ii) <�; � . e : D=�:� RD <e=′�′ :�′ for all �; �′ with � R� �′

(iii) <� . p : com(�; x : D)=n Rcom(�; x:D) <p=′�′
(iv) � has no occurrences of D or proc
Then we have
(v) <� . (var x : D := e • p) : com(�)=� � <(var x : D := e • p)=′�′
(vi) (∃x•<(x := e;p) : com(�; x :D)=�:(’†x))⊆ (∃x•<x := e;p=′�′ :(’†x)) for all ’∈U<�=

In (vi), p can contain calls to procedures with externals, but those calls diverge
unless their externals are in scope. The only external involving D that can be in scope
is x. In (v), x must be Local for the typing to be derivable so it cannot be an external.

Proof. We show (v) !rst. Suppose �∈ <�= and ’∈U<�=. We have �4 � by reOexiv-
ity, and � satis!es the conditions of Lemma 3, which yields � R�. Thus by (ii) and
de!nition of R we have <e=:� R <e=′:�, whence

�(x �→ <e=:�) R �(x �→ <e=′:�): (31)

We also have 〈R�〉:’=’ because R� = (4) by Lemma 3, and 〈4〉 = id by (15). We
obtain (v) by calculating

� ∈ <� . (var x : D := e • p) : com(�)=�:’
≡ �(x �→ <e=:�) ∈ <p=�:(’ † x) sem: (var) (21)
⇒ �(x �→ <e=′:�) ∈ <p=′�′ :(〈R〉:(’ † x)) (31); (iv) and (29)
⇒ �(x �→ <e=′:�) ∈ <p=′�′ :(〈R〉:’ † x) fact (26)
≡ �(x �→ <e=′:�) ∈ <p=′�′ :(’ † x) 〈R〉:’ = ’
≡ � ∈ <� . (var x : D := e • p)=′�′ :’ sem: (var)

For (vi), we show the containment by observing !rst that for any �

� ∈ (∃x • <x := e;p=:(’ † x))
≡ (∃3 : 3�x = � : 3 ∈ <x := e;p=:(’ † x)) def : (∃x • −)

≡ (∃3 : 3�x = � : 3(x �→ <e=:3) ∈ <p=:(’ † x)) sem: (seq) and (assign)

By a calculation similar to the one for (v) (using that <e=:3 is <e= :�), the last line
implies (∃3 : 3�x= � : 3(x �→ <e=′:3)∈ <p′= :(’†x)) whence by semantics we have �∈ (∃x•
<x := e;p=′ :(’ † x)), proving (vi).
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Theorem 5. Suppose that for each built-in constant c :U we have <c=RU <c=′. Then for
all expression typings �; � . e :T; command typings � . p : com(�); and environments
�; �′ with � R �′ we have

<�; � . e :T =�:� RT <�; � . e :T =′�′ :�′ for all �; �′ with �R��′

<� . p : com(�)=�Rcom(�)<� . p : com(�)=′�′

Proof. By induction on typing derivations. For each typing rule we show that if the
meanings of its hypotheses are R-related then so are the meanings of its conclusion.
We use without mentioning the fact that all program constructs are monotonic in their
expression and command constituents; e.g. call e(e′; w) is monotonic in e and in e′.
Throughout the proof we assume the hypothesis � R �′. We omit the most straightfor-
ward cases (see [24]):

(proc) Let A abbreviate (pro x :T var y :U •p). We have to show that <A : proc(x :T
var y :U )= :� R <A=′ :�′ which, by semantics of (proc), is equivalent to (<p : com(x; y; z)=;
z)R (<p=′; z). By de!nition of R that is equivalent to <p : com(x; y; z)=� Rcom(x; y; z) <p=′�′
which holds by induction.

(assign) Here we use that <(x := e) : com(�; x :T )= is the inverse-image function
[(6� : �∈ <�; x :T = : �(x �→ <e= :�))], so we can use the calculus of [−] and 〈−〉 as
follows:

<x := e=; 〈R�;x〉 � 〈R�;x〉; <x := e=′

≡ [(6� : : �(x �→ <e=:�))]; 〈R〉 � 〈R〉; [(6�′ : : �′(x �→ <e=′:�′))]

≡ [R]; [(6� : : �(x �→ <e=:�))) � [(6�′ : : �′(x �→ <e=′:�′))]; [R] by (13)

≡ [(6� : : �(x �→ <e=:�));R] � [R; (6�′ : : �′(x �→ <e=′:�′))] by (15)

≡ (6� : : �(x �→ <e=:�));R⊇R; (6�′ : : �′(x �→ <e=′:�′)) by (14)

The last line follows by de!nition of R� and induction for e.
(call) To avoid confusion we consider a call e(d; w) rather than e(e′; w) as in rule

(call). Using characterization (29) of Rcom(�), we are to show, for all ’ and all �-states
�; �′ with � R�′, that

� ∈ <call e(d; w) : com(�)=:’⇒ �′ ∈ <call e(d; w)=′:(〈R〉:’) (32)

Suppose � R�′. By induction for d, using the de!nitions of R and �→, we have

�(x; y �→ <d=:�; �:w)R�′(x; y �→ <d=′:�′; �′:w) (33)

De!ne f;f′; z; z′ by (f; z) = <� . e : proc(x var y)= :� and (f′; z′) = <e=′:�′. By semantics
(22), (23) of (call), the antecedent of (32) holds just if there is t with dom:�=w; z; t
and �∈wpc :f :z <d= :w:’. By (24) that is equivalent to

�(x; y �→ <d=:�; �:w) ∈ (f ⊗ idw;t):(’ † x; y; )(w :≈ ŷ) (34)
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By � R�′ and induction for e we have <� . e= :� Rproc(x var y)<e=′ :�′, i.e. (by de!nition of
R) z = z′ and f;〈Rx;y; z〉 � 〈Rx;y; z〉;f′. It follows by (27) that

(f ⊗ idw;t); 〈Rx;y;z;w;t〉 � 〈Rx;y;z;w;t〉; (f′ ⊗ idw;t):

By (29) and (28), this says that for all v∈ <x; y; z; w; t=; v′ ∈ <x; y; z; w; t=′, and  ∈
U<x; y; z; w; t= we have

v R v′ ∧ v ∈ (f ⊗ idw;t): ⇒ v′ ∈ (f′ ⊗ idw;t):(〈R〉: ): (35)

Using (33) and (34) and instantiating (35) by  := (’ † x; y)(w :≈ ŷ) and v :=
�(x; y �→ <d= :�; � :w) and v′ := �′(x; y �→ <d=′ :�′; �′ :w) we get

�′(x; y �→ <d=′:�′; �′:w) ∈ (f′ ⊗ idw;t):(〈R〉:((’ † x; y)(w :≈ ŷ))): (36)

We claim

(〈R〉:’ † x; y)(w :≈ ŷ)⊇〈R〉:((’ † x; y)(w :≈ ŷ)): (37)

Using the claim and monotonicity of f′ ⊗ id, (36) implies

�′(x; y �→ <d=′:�′; �′:w) ∈ (f′ ⊗ idw;t):(〈R〉:’ † x; y)(w :≈ ŷ))

which, by semantics of (call) and de!nition of wpc, is equivalent to the consequent in
(32). It remains to prove (37), to which end observe for any <′

<′ ∈ 〈R〉:((’ † x; y)(w :≈ ŷ))
≡ (∃< : < R <′ : < ∈ (’ † x; y)(w :≈ ŷ)) de!nition of 〈−〉
≡ (∃< : < R <′ : <(w �→ <:y)�x; y ∈ ’) de!nitions of :≈; †
⇒ (∃3 : 3 R <′(w �→ <′:y)�x; y : 3 ∈ ’) Note below
≡ <′(w �→ <′:y)�x; y ∈ 〈R〉:’ de!nition of 〈−〉
≡ <′ ∈ (〈R〉:’ † x; y)(w :≈ ŷ) de!nitions of †; :≈

Note. Given any < witnessing the antecedent, taking 3 to be <(w �→ <:y)�x; y gives
<R<′ ⇒ 3 R (<′(w �→ <′:y)�x; y) by de!nitions of R; �→; �.

(var) Let ’∈U<�=; � ∈ <�=, and �′ ∈ <�=′ with � R�′. By induction for e, it follows
from � R�′ that <e= :� R <e=′:�′, whence we have

�(x �→ <e=:�) R�;x �′ (x �→ <e=′:�′) (38)

by de!nition of R�; x. Now, we have

� ∈ <(var x : T := e • p) : com(�)=:’
≡ �(x �→ <e=:�) ∈ <p : com(�; x)=:(’ † x) sem: (var) (21)
⇒ �′(x �→ <e=′:�′) ∈ <p : com(�; x)=′:(〈R〉:(’ † x)) (38); induction for p
⇒ �′(x �→ <e=′:�′) ∈ <p : com(�; x)=′:(〈R〉:’ † x) (26); <p=′ mono:
≡ �′ ∈ <(var x : T := e • p) : com(�)=′:(〈R〉:’) sem: (var)
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9. Extensible records

In this section we extend soundness and preservation to the full language with ex-
tensible records. The syntactic classes are augmented as follows. In addition to variable
and constant identi!ers we assume given a set of !eld labels (or lists), with typical
elements F; G. Using type assignments 6 to labels, we add extensible records to the
grammar of types.

T ::= record(6) 6 ::= ∅ | 6; F : T

We identify types up to re-arrangement of typings, e.g. record(F :T; G :U ) is the same
as record(G :U; F :T ). Coupling types are extended to include type assignments to
labels: / :: = 6. The record construct does not increase rank, i.e. rank :(record(F : T ))
= rank :T . There is no subsumption rule, but the eEect of subsumption is embodied in
rules like (assign) and (call). 8 The structural subtype relation b can now be de!ned
as follows:

• 6b 6′ iE dom:6′⊆dom:6 and 6 :F b 6′ :F for each F ∈dom:6′, and moreover
rank :(6′:G)6rank :(6 :F) where G =dom:6′ − dom:6.

• T bT ′ iE T and T ′ are identical; or T; T ′ are record types record(6); record(6′)
with 6b 6′; or T is U × V and T ′ is U ′ × V ′ with U bU ′ and V bV ′.

Absence of non-trivial subtyping for function and proc types simpli!es the semantics
a little: No coercions are needed, because T bT ′ implies <T =⊆ <T ′= for all data types
T . (Although b is also de!ned on data type assignments 6 to labels, it is not the
case that <6=⊆ <6′= when 6b 6′:) There are no non-trivial subtyping relations between
built-in types. A typical application might involve a base type B with the set <B= being
the set <(int→ int)× record(F : int; G : proc(: : :))= but ordered discretely.

The grammar of expressions and commands is augmented as follows:

e ::= e:F | e(F : e) | (rcd F = e) selection; update; record formation

K ::= (with x : T do p) type guard

The typing rules are in Table 7. There is no selective update of data structures; as
usual, assignment r :F := e to a record component is treated as assignment r := r(F : e)
of an updated record. (The presence of function types allows arrays to be treated the
same way, as a built-in tuple.) Operationally, the command (with x :T ′ do p) executes
p if x initially has type T ′, otherwise it aborts. The semantics for records is in Table 8.
In semantics of (record), {F �→ : : :} is notation for formation of an F-labelled tuple.
In [25], record(6) denotes the set of all tuples with at least the !elds designated by 6
and possibly more (this is why subtypes are, semantically, subsets). Here, to facilitate

8 This style of type-system is commonly used in type-theoretic work to avoid algorithmic di:culty of
unrestricted subsumption. Subsumption is not an admissible rule for our system, for the trivial reason that
the variable-introduction rule gives only its declared type. Our system is convenient in that derivations are
unique.
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Table 7
Rules for record constructs

�; � . e : record(6; F : T )
�; � . e:F : T

(select)
�; � . e : T

�; � . (rcd F = e) : record(F : T )
(record)

�; � . e : record(6; F : T ) �; � . e′ : T ′ T ′ b T
�; � . e(F : e′) : record(6; F : T )

(update)

� . p : (com(�; x : T ′) T ′ b T
� . (with x : T ′ do p) : com(�; x : T )

(with)

Table 8
Semantics of record constructs

<record(6)= = {(t; 6′) | 6′ b 6∧ t ∈ <6′=}
(t; 6)4 (u; 7) ≡ 7b 6∧ (∀F :F ∈ dom: t : t:F4 u:F)

<6= = {t | dom: t = dom:6∧ (∀F :F ∈ dom: t : t:F ∈ <6:F =)}
t4 u ≡ (∀F :F ∈ dom: t : t:F4 u:F)

<�; � . e:F : T = �:� = t:F (select)
where (t; 6′) = <�; � . e : record(6; F : T )= �:�

<�; � . (rcd F = e) : record(F : T )= �:� (record)
= ({F �→ <�; � . e : T = �:�}; F : T )

<�; � . e(F : e′) : record(6; F : T )= �:� = (t(F �→ <�; � . e : T = �:�); 6′) (update)
where (t; 6′) = <�; � . e : record(6; F : T )= �:�

<� . (with x : T ′ dop) : com(�; x : T )= �:’ (with)
= <�; x : T ′=∩ <� . p : com(�; x : T ′)= �: (’∩ <�; x : T ′=)

de!nition of the induced coupling, we pair tuples with their typings, rather like type
tags used in implementations of record type extension.

Both soundness (Theorem 4) and identity extension (Lemma 3) hold for the ex-
tended language, with the proviso in both cases that the state space or coupling type
has no record types (just as it has no procedures). Indeed, the proofs go through
without change. As with procedure types, a coupling can be identical except for D
(De!nition 2) yet, e.g. <record()= != <record()=′ due to extended !elds of type D.

The induced coupling for label assignments is like that for states and environments:
t R6 t′≡ (∀F :F ∈dom:6 : t:F R6:F t′:F). For Rrecord(6′′), a record value (t′; 6′) simulates
(t; 6) if 6′ has at least the !elds of 6 and for each of those !elds F the value t′:F
simulates t:F :

(t; 6) Rrecord(6′′) (t′; 6′)≡ 6′b 6∧ tR6(t′�(dom:6′ − dom:6))

Note that for !eld F; 6′:F can be a subtype of 6:F , so we choose the relation R6:F

on the supertype. Because 6′:F b 6:F implies <6′:F =⊆ <6:F =, values of the subtype are
related by R6:F as needed. The ideal property of Rrecord(6′′) follows from transitivity of
b and the ideal property of each R6:F .
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The preservation Theorem 5 extends to the full language. We omit the straightforward
proofs for !eld selection, update, and record formation. We show preservation for with
as follows. Suppose T ′bT . By de!nition of R� we have 〈R�〉: <�=⊆ <�=′ for any �.
Now for any ’ we have (using monotonicity of <p=′)

〈R〉:(<(with x :T ′ dop) : com(�; x :T )=:’)

= 〈R〉:(<�; x :T ′=∩ <p : com(�; x :T ′)=:(’∩ <�; x :T ′=)) sem: (with)

⊆〈R〉:<�; x :T ′=∩ 〈R〉:(<p : com(�; x :T ′)=:(’∩ <�; x :T ′=)) 〈R〉 monotonic

⊆ <�; x :T ′=′ ∩ 〈R〉:(<p : com(�; x :T ′)=:(’∩ <�; x :T ′=)) 〈R〉:<�=⊆ <�=′

⊆ <�; x :T ′=′ ∩ <p : com(�; x :T ′)=′:(〈R〉:(’∩ <�; x :T ′=)) induction for p

⊆ <�; x :T ′=′ ∩ <p : com(�; x :T ′)=′:(〈R〉:’∩ <�; x :T ′=′)) 〈R〉:<�=⊆ <�=′

= <(with x :T ′ dop) : com(�; x :T )=:(〈R〉:’) sem: (with)

10. Examples

Substantial examples of data re!nement in development of !rst-order programs can
be found in many places, e.g. [16]. This section gives trivial but typical examples of
data re!nement for program development, followed by examples of data re!nement
used to prove general laws. Environments are omitted in the examples, and we assume
int is a built-in type with standard semantics.

10.1. Data re2nement

Consider built-ins D, init :D, and inc :D→ int in

(var x :D := init • y := y + inc(x)) : com(y : int): (39)

Our !rst interpretation takes <D== {true; false}; <init== true, and <inc= is the func-
tion that returns 1 if its argument is true and 0 if false. Our second interpretation
takes <D=′ =Z; <init=′ = 1, and <inc=′ sends positive k to 1 and k60 to 0. Clearly the
eEect of (39) under either interpretation is to increase y by one. We show <(39)=
� <(39)=′ by data re!nement (in fact the reverse � can be shown similarly). De!ne
RD⊆ <D= × <D=′ by j RD k iE (j = true≡ k¿0). This is an ideal because both inter-
pretations of D are ordered discretely. The other built-ins, like int, should have the
identity coupling. It is immediate that <init=RD <init=′. For the other built-in constant
we have <inc :D→int=RD→int <inc :D→ int=′ because for any j; k with j RD k we have
<inc=: j Rint <inc=′: k (that is, <inc=: j = <inc=′:k). Thus by preservation (Theorem 5) we
have <y :=y + inc(x)= Rcom(x; y) <y :=y + inc(x)=′. So by soundness (Theorem 4(v)) we
have <(39)= � <(39)=′.
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To illustrate the use of stored procedures, here is a phrase of type com(y : int):

letQ : proc() = (pro • (var x :D := init • y := y + inc(x)))

• (varp : proc() := Q • callp())

The interpretations and coupling above apply to this example as well.

10.2. Program equivalence

To illustrate the use of data re!nement in proving laws, we turn to the literature on
Algol-like languages [14, 26] which has a number of interesting laws that have been
used to test semantics for local variables and procedures. Some of these “test equiva-
lences” are applicable to Io despite its syntactic restrictions. Some of the laws can be
shown directly, e.g. the following is proved in [25]: <(var x : int • x := 0;p) : com(y :U )=
= <p : com(y :U )= for all p with x not free. Here we use data re!nement to show two
other laws.

In Algol (using Io syntax), the !rst equivalence, of type com(�), is

(var z : int := init • call e(pro • z := z + 1)) = call e(skip)

for all procedure constants e declared outside the scope of z. In Io, external variable z
cannot be bound by var so a formulation with z Global is needed; in this way our law
is less general than the one for Algol. It is more general in the sense that here e can
be a variable. The point of this kind of example for Algol is that e cannot interfere
with z for reasons of scope; the usual proof technique is data re!nement. Here we
simply show the data re!nement.

Our formalization of data re!nement requires the two programs to have the same
structure. We take inc to be a built-in constant using a fresh type D that does not
appear in �, and we let K abbreviate the command

(z := init; call e(inc)) : com(�; z :D)

which we treat under two interpretations. In the !rst, <D==Z; <init :D== 0, and <inc :
proc()== (f; z) with f:’=’(z :≈ (6i : : i + 1)). In eEect, inc is interpreted as (pro •
z := z + 1). The second interpretation takes inc to be skip on a trivial state space:
<D=′ = {∗}; <init :D=′ = ∗, and <inc=′ = (id�; z ; z). For any e : proc(y : proc()), we claim
for all ’∈U<�= that (∃z • <K =:(’ † z))⊆(∃z • <K =′:(’ † z)). We prove the claim; it is
also straightforward to prove the reverse inclusion. By soundness (Theorem 4(vi)), the
inclusion holds provided that there is some RD with <init=RD <init=′ and <call e(inc)=
Rcom(�; z) <call e(inc)=′. De!ne RD to be everywhere true. Clearly <init=RD <init=′. Now
<inc=Rproc() <inc=′ is equivalent to (f; z)Rproc() (id; z). By de!nition (29) of R, that is
equivalent to � R�′ ∧ �∈f:’⇒ �′ ∈ id:(〈R〉:’) for all �; �′; ’, which follows easily
by de!nitions from the assumption � R�′. We are done if <e=R <e=′ because then
<call e(inc)=R <call e(inc)=′ by preservation (Theorem 5). For <e=R <e=′ it is su:cient
but not necessary for z not to be free (in the ordinary sense) in e. The result holds
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provided e contains no access to z except via init and inc. It could fail if there are other
built-ins that access z but are not simulated. If e is a variable, this non-interference
property can be expressed as a precondition on e [Nau00] rather than a hypothesis for
the law.

Our !nal example shows equivalence of two interpretations of the following com-
mand, abbreviated L : (z := init; call e( :ick; test)) : com(�; z :D), where e is any proce-
dure e : proc(f : proc(); t : proc(var y : bool)) not involving z. Here init; :ick; test are
built-ins. The idea is that z is a switch object, which can be tested to see whether
it has been Oicked. Informally, the !rst interpretation has D= bool, with procedures
(pro • z := true) and (proy : bool •y := z). The second interpretation has D= int, with
(pro • z := z + 1) and (proy : bool •y := z¿0). Formally, for the !rst interpretation let
<D== {true; false} <init== false; <:ick : proc()== (f; z) with f:’=’(z :≈ true), and
<test : proc(var y : bool)== (g; z) with g:’=’(y :≈ ẑ). For the second interpretation let
<D=′ =Z; <init=′ = 0; <:ick=′ = (f; z) with f:’=’(z :≈ <z+1=), and <test=′ = (g; z) with
g:’=’(y :≈ <z¿0=). Using RD de!ned by j R k ≡ (j = false∧ k = 0)∨ (j = true∧
k¿0), we can show that for all ’, (∃z • <L=:(’ † z))⊆ (∃z • <L=′:(’ † z)) in much
the same way as the preceding example; so too the reverse inclusion.

11. Conclusion

Our main contribution is to justify the use of data re!nement for some of the
languages used in practice, in particular, to show soundness and preservation for data
re!nement in the presence of stored procedures and record subtyping. The restriction
on external variables is in accord with languages including C; C++; Modula-3, Ada,
and Oberon; it is such a dramatic simpli!cation that we can treat stored procedures
(which are di:cult in Algol, e.g. [27]). The strati!cation we impose on procedures
in rule (proc) is less natural; but it can be circumvented using dummy parameters,
as there are closed terms at every procedure type. Strati!cation makes possible a set-
theoretic semantics that models unbounded angelic and demonic non-determinacy and
unobservable predicates. For example, correctness statements are used in [25] as pred-
icates at higher types. Using transformers and taking !xpoints past ! (as in [7] and
most work in transformer semantics) simpli!es the conditions on couplings (e.g. chain-
completeness is not needed). That makes for simpler derivations of concrete programs
from abstract ones [17].

The semantic de!nitions allow arbitrary sets as predicates [25]. Using that alternative
semantics, and dropping the restriction that couplings are ideals, one can still prove
soundness and preservation of data re!nement. 9 But the alternative is unattractive
because some important re!nement laws fail [11, 20, 25]. For the language without

9 This does not contradict [19] because the latter has products and exponents of transformers in a more
general form than in Io.
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speci!cation constructs, it is straightforward to drop the rank restriction and restrict
built-in types to be CPOs; a state-transformer semantics then poses no di:culty.

The examples in Section 10 from the Algol literature illustrate phenomena involving
hidden local state. But Oberon-like languages express hiding using separate module
constructs rather than local variables. Our semantics extends easily to such constructs;
the semantics is the basis for current work on re!nement calculus for class-based
object-oriented programming [3].

Although it appears that Io preserves backward simulations (recall (10)), the details
have not been checked. The question of completeness remains open.
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